
MOORING AND 
BERTHING

Navigators in general and pilots in particular have through history 
used every means available to support them in the execution of 
their task. Perhaps a stick or a heavy object fastened to a line (or 
other such simple sounding devices) was used to enhance their 
specialised knowledge and expertise of specific areas including 
currents, winds, geography etc. 

One finds however that it is not only the specific local 
knowledge but also the accumulated knowledge during a voyage 
that might earn a person the position of pilot on board a seagoing 
vessel. Thus when in 325 B.C Alexander the Great returned from 
his forays in the Indus area, his fleet made use of a local pilot to 
enter the Arabian Gulf. A Greek by the name of Timosthenes 
was employed by Ptolemy I (323-284 B.C.) to write sailing 
instructions for his new fleet. Such sailing instructions supported 
others to act as pilots for the fleet. An expedition of Ptolemy VIII 
in 120 B.C. to research the route from Egypt to India was thus 
guided by local Arab pilots. Much later pilots formed part of the 
crew as experts in navigation and drew their expertise from their 
own experience or the accumulated knowledge of other seafarers. 

Major changes in the opportunity for navigation support 
systems occurred in the nineteenth century, with the advent 
of electricity on board ships. This opened (in principle) the 
possibility for the use of electronic navigation aids (receivers) on 
board. In time, this culminated with the introduction of Decca, 
Loran, Omega and other electronic navigation systems. 

The importance of such systems may be illustrated by the use of 
Decca in the Port of Rotterdam area, specifically in the entrance 

to Europoort for deep draught vessels. The supporting system 
that was developed for the specialists serving as pilots on these 
ships was called the Brown Box.  Brown because it mechanically 
combined the signals received from the Green and the Red 
slave of the Decca chain. The Decca slaves were placed in such a 
position that the Red lines lay over the first leg of the approach 
channel, with the other pattern almost perpendicular to it (giving 
maximum position indication). On the last stretch two of them 
combined to form an ideal (Brown) pattern for the grid over the 
Europoort entrance channel. 

Portable systems
Since the late 1990’s additional navigational decision support 
systems for pilots have been developed by var ious pilot 
organisations in the shape and form of laptop devices. This 
development has taken place, amongst other places, in Australia, 
the USA and Europe. One of the developments in Europe has 
been the development of the Innovative Portable Pilot Assistance 
(IPPA). Figure 1 shows the concept of such a system. 

The outcome is of a project by the European Union in which, 
amongst others, the European Maritime Pilots’ Association 
(EMPA) participated. The IPPA project ran from 2000 until 
2003 and sought to develop and validate an advanced prototype 
portable pilot equipment that would be able to receive data from 
a shore based Vessel Traffic Services (VTS) centre, such as track 
and environmental data, and thus, together with its stored data 
and other vessel’s AIS, display a comprehensive traffic image. It 
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Figure 1. IPPA concept, showing a variety of basic links.
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was envisaged that with a variety of communication interfaces, 
the equipment would also be capable of transmitting back to a 
VTS centre, data required for traffic and port management (see 
Figure 2). The effect was envisaged to be an improvement in 
navigational safety, a reduction in voice radio communications, 
and a provision of a beneficial impact on the efficiency of traffic 
flow. Interoperability with AIS was seen as a key requirement. 

Tests that were conducted in various countries in Europe 
showed however at the time that it was not at all easy to 
implement all available technologies. At least in principle it was 
judged possible to fulfil the basic goals. In several countries, pilot 
organisations have taken this development a step further. The 
Dutch pilot organisation in co-operation with QPS (a subsidiary 
of the Holland Institute of Traffic Technology – HITT) developed 
the ‘Navigator Marginale Schepen’ (NMS). The pilot organisation 
provided the practical input and field testing while QPS provided 
the implementation and update of software applications. Two 
antennas are situated on the bridge wing while the system is 
provided with RTK signal input resulting in a very high relative 
accuracy (see Figure 3). The River Scheldt region took the lead 
in this respect and succeeded in introducing the SNMS (Schelde 

Navigator Marginale Schepen) in 2004. It was specifically 
designed as a support system for pilots on large vessels. 

In Rotterdam, the Brown Box has in the mean time become 
a system of the past. In December 2005, after an intermediate 
Harbour Approach System (Haven Naderings Systeem) had been 
used, the NMS system was accepted by the Rotterdam Port and 
Government Authorities for ships using the deep draught channel 
into Europoort. Such ships today exceed 400 metres in length 
with a maximum draft of approximately 22.5 metres within a 
channel that does not leave very much room for manoeuvring. In 
the Port of Amsterdam, area pilots are also testing the new high 
precision navigation equipment in the form of QPS’s software 
system Qastor installed on AD-max hardware for channel 
navigation. Tests will be also be conducted in the near future to 
find if this tool can also measure vertical movements. If so, this 
may increase possibilities for allowing vessels with maximum 
draught. Tests have already indicated that in docking mode the 
NMS’s accuracy can in principle equal the result of laser based 
docking/berthing approach systems. The carry on board system is 
thereby, of course, more flexible in its use.

Cautionary remarks
One should be aware that laptop pilot support systems do not 
form a ‘pilot in a box’. The pilot, with his knowledge and skills, 
is only supported by information supplied from the system. If  
for instance an on-line three dimensional bottom profile (see 
Figure 4) or on-line tidal information is available, it will allow 
the pilot with his specific skills and knowledge to decide to sail 
on the basis of a set of known circumstances instead of sailing 
within the limitations of a set of predictions. He also continues to 
work together with the on board crew and with the equipment 
of the ship. One should realise however that essential equipment 
on board does not always work properly. 

Compounding this problem is something contained in 
information recently published by insurers in the maritime 
industry. It is indicated that, for instance, Automatic Identification 
Systems (AIS), Global Positioning Systems (GPS) and Electronic 
Charts tend to promote over-confidence and complacency. Figure 3. Bridge wing with pilot, NMS and one of the antennas.

Figure 2. IPPA components lay out. 
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Someone at a recent maritime conference indicated that it 
might even make sense to designate the ships’ bridge window 
as ‘display number one’ to promote a regular look outside. With 
regard to another element, caution should also be given to the 
vulnerability of GNSS (GPS/GLONASS/GALILEO) systems. 
Quite some developments in the provision of satellite navigation 
systems have taken place. Amongst others the recent launch of 
the first GALILEO satellite. Modern equipment on board ships 
(including AIS) relies heavily on GNSS information. Low GNSS 
power levels make jamming relatively easy. The John A. Volpe 
‘Vulnerability Assessment of Transportation Infrastructure relying 
on the GPS’ (2001) in the United States showed beyond the 
shadow of a doubt how vulnerable these GNSS systems really 
are. There is an increased awareness of the potential for natural, 
accidental and deliberate interference (and jamming) of satellite 
navigation systems. Some devices used in jamming the system 
can be very small and extremely effective. A jamming device the 
size of a dice (see Figure 5) can disturb the signal over an area of 
several hundreds of metres. Much progress has been made today 
in jamming rejection technology. 

It should also be realised that satellite navigation information 
is not solely used for the determination of geographical positions 
but forms an essential input for timing devices of land based 
and maritime infrastructure (such as for instance AIS) too. There 
should therefore at all times be a proper electronic back-up 
system for GNSS systems. This also underlines in my view the 
presence of a pilot on board a vessel as an integral part of the 
Maritime Safety system, thereby enhancing the benefits for safety 
and efficiency of maritime traffic.

Conclusion
The text of IMO Assembly Resolution A960 contains 
recommendations on training and certification on operational 
procedures for maritime pilots (other than deep-sea pilots). It 
states that “it is recognised that pilotage requires specialised 
knowledge and experience of a specific area.” We have seen that 
in essence, more information flow can reach the pilot. Maritime 
pilots are utilising this information as well as (emerging) maritime 
technologies in order to further advance their knowledge, 
with the safety of navigation, safety of life, and the protection 
of property and the environment in mind. Even with such 
technological advances, ‘specialised knowledge and expertise of a 
specific area’ remains, through history, one of the basic elements 
in quality pilotage for safer shipping. 

Figure 4. 3D bottom profile can in essence be transmitted to the NMS. Figure 5. An annoying toy (1mW GPS jammer).
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